Ideas for 2019
Critical Community journalism
So the idea here is while we are being bombarded with junk news, fake
news, propaganda or whatever we choses to call it, you would imagine
all sorts of alternative media springing up all over the place.
Well there is. I look at it every day to see what is happening in the world.
Unfortunately most of it is aimed at obsessives like myself, activists,
students, academics and such. But most ordinary people still rely on the
tabloids, TV, and sites that are, well, more orientated to what is wrong in
the world and little about ideas to try to put it right.
As Michael Albert activist and writer deduces. “I happen to see as part of
my daily activity a large proportion of what is written by social change
seekers, at least in English. If I actually read it all, every day, I would
wind up in an asylum or an early grave. Too much negativity to endure.
Too little aspiration to bear. Too little agenda to adopt.”
It is not so much all about doom and gloom, there are many excellent
on-line news outlets whose broadcasts would be really useful to people.
But most folk don’t know where they are, or that they even exist.
So the proposition here is how do we engage communities in Glasgow to
produce their own news outlet. Not just another blog but an educational
or learning process of mentoring and sharing of skills. A kind of setting
up of a working class journalistic institution, built on the pragmatic
questions that really need addressing, such as, how do we encourage
more people to become engaged in activism and public life.
So we are putting the question up there. Is this already happening and
we don’t know about it? So what are the possibilities, collaboration
interests and so on?
Please pass to anyone you might think this will be of interest. But it
needs to be said. We am not thinking about being a service provider, or
are putting together a funding app. This appeal is out of a genuine
concern that such an institution should exist and to measure the
aspiration for such a project.
The following are some ideas for structure, workshops. But very much a
work in progress and open to suggestions Lets have your thoughts.
Ch Bob

Beginners guide to the news media
Some ideas
A script
Equipment
And a world to explore
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The Media Monopoly

Through division we are ruled and propaganda sits at the top of the
neoliberal rules of division. And, through the basic principal of “If it is
said long and often enough people will start to believe it.” No matter, if
what is being said is based on truth, lies, or a fairy tale. Heads of
corporations, banks, media conglomerates and governments,
understand this and many even start to believe the lies they tell
themselves.
The reason for their lies and propaganda is understandable, as it allows
them to accrue vast amounts of money and power. And through a
media monopoly, they can make up the neoliberal script as they go
along to fit the bill for acquiring even more money and power. This is
all they know, nothing else matters. And arguably their most powerful
asset is the ownership of the mass media, that functions only to hide
the fraud that they perpetrate. This is the socialism of the rich through
solidarity and organisation.
A more regular idea of socialism is much more complicated, as it
needs to represent many more people. It needs to be honest, open,
accountable and accessible. It also needs a big enough loudspeaker
to challenge the mentioned neoliberal one. That will require all of our
little speakers to join together in a common cause. To create coalitions
through common ground and a vision for the future when we eventually
replace neoliberalism.
How we go about this, under the pressures of our day to day, personal
and political aspirations, needs, wants and responsibilities will be
difficult. But not impossible. Do we have a choice? What we wish to
explore here is the possibilities of converting cultural work, political
work and solidarity towards institutional change. We will carry this out
through conversations, visual and audio projects, that will hopefully
encourage more people to become engaged in public life and more
organisations to engage with each other in accomplishing this work.

Learning on the job

Discovering, questioning and presenting what people, feel, need
and think, by the use of community journalism
With endless amounts of visual imagery, words and noise to compete
with. How does the average person know where even to start in
understand, never mind forming an analyse of what is served up as
news. Given that news should mean, highlighting that which is of prime
importance to peoples general wellbeing and on how issues directly
relate to them.
We need to ask. How much of the “news” relates to our circumstances
or the experiences we go through in our day to day? Ask. How do those
who compile the “news” form their judgments when they say, that
they represent the views of ordinary people?
Journalism was once a trade and people started off at their local paper
as a messenger and learned as they progressed. Trying out, finding out
and building experience on the job. The application process was
popping into our local newspaper office and asking for a job. Today
journalism has become a profession. But fortunately with the
technology available today there is no need to find a boss, you can be
the news yourself.
There is nothing wrong in training to become a journalist. It may be a
faster way of learning. But there is much journalism school can’t teach
you that you can learn on the street.
Hidden Dreams and Future Realities a script offers a framework to look
at what community journalism has to offer. The first job will be to look
at the script, think about it, change it, improve on it, till it is fit for purpose. Then we will use it to sharpen our journalistic skills and make a
film of the journey.

Learn on the job, set up a news group, learn how to use equipment,
film, audio, photography. Interviewing, research and IT.

“Common Dreams and Future Realities”
A Documentary Treatment
2018 Ref. Bob Hamilton
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OVERVIEW
Set amid the present global insecurity, brought on by war, economic disparity,
displacement and the imminent, climatic, disaster, heading our way. If the lack
of greater action to stem these conditions continues, soon it may be well past
the parameters and time frame needed to implement the change that is
required. And given the magnitude of trickle down corruption from the top
that has stymied any progress towards solving any of the impending problems, it would seem, grass roots, bottom-up, organising for change, is even
more of an imperative and maybe, our only hope of survival.
But are we, the public, ready for this, are we prepared to take on these
challenges? We could ask. How can the public take on or accept the veracity of
the real threat of global destruction?
What also could be asked is. What learning is needed for ordinary people to
join the debate towards, radical, social and institutional change? How can
these sometimes profoundly demanding ideas for change and ways of
thinking, take a place of importance alongside an already busy life?
To understand how change can come about will take time, effort and vision.
While most are so busy trying to survive under neoliberalism, we can hardly
find the time to think of how to replace it.
How do we build strategies that will lead to change? There are of course
strategies that come from above. But if we understand history we would
understand strategies for social change, made, “out with” the struggle, are
usually doomed to failure, left or right. Strategies need to grow out of activism
and through answers to pragmatic questions of those nearest to the
problems. Most do not have the time to spend down the library on research.
So the thinking needs to be done in the community. We need to start asking
what that means; what that will look like. We need to start looking at what has
already been won by past struggles, what tools we already have free and
available to us and how do we go about discovering more of these tools and
using them for building frameworks of usable ideas and a vision that will take
us forward.

OUTLINE
1.
Beginning: Looking at examples in the local scene that points to
problems that expose the economic and social functionality of neoliberal
policies. What are the barriers that need to be challenged, directly or
indirectly, that stifle ordinary peoples interest in public life. How do we build
the institutions that could further the abilities of citizens to challenge these
barriers and take an interest.
Middle: Finding out where we are at in measuring what we understand
2.
of the present, about historical precedence, institutions, representation,
political agency, the collective conscience and in discovering our potential
with help from our history.
End: Looking at, strengthening the social base, reinstalling history
3.
into the equation and creating a compelling story to challenge neoliberalism. Thinking about commons, different value systems and ideas in economics-for-all, that supports sustainable development and innovation. And ways of
supporting each other in these kinds of efforts at the local level.
LOGLINE
The only way to challenge the neoliberal story, is to create a more compelling
story to replace it.
Even the most conservative of us must look around sometimes and wonder.
How did we get here. There is hardly any need to specify the “here” as every
aspect of life as we know it has changed so drastically even over the last
twenty years. The “here” is a conglomeration of, spectacle, personalities, junk
economics, propaganda, and as Noam Chomsky describes it, an enormous
growth of cultism, irrationality, disassociation, separateness, and isolation.
This was not the hoped outcome of the revolution of my youth, but the present
comes mostly from the work of my generation and the failure of identity
politics, in presenting a wide enough platform to create the kind of solidarity
that was and will be needed to challenge the/then neoliberal counter revolution of the 60s.
We have reached again Gramsci’s observations about when “the old is dying
and the new cannot be born” There is another chance to challenge
neoliberalism and help the new to be born. But only if the new are helped in
understand the mistakes of the past and that the new fresh energy can
mold, with the important historical precedence of failures and successes, new
robust ideas for the future. We will ask. How do we realise and build our common dreams and apply them to the future realities we may have to face?

SCOPE OF FILM
1. Interview young and old and intergenerational discussions, particularly in
working class communities. Where do folk look for common ground. What is
their interest in public life. And. How do they see their place in society.
2. Examine peoples perceptions of politics. Does politics mean what we discuss
and do together or do we just think of politics to meaning, “party politics”?
Examine for instance, the space and access for “place based” learning in local
communities. Examine why our young folk leave school and further education
primed to serve business and unprepared for the world.
3. For instance, asking questions like: Why are our young folk not taught in
schools how to go about setting up a union, how to protect themselves from
predatory business, how to critically understand the world they live in?
4. How do we set up the discussions not only about the problems we face but
also about alternatives, to alleviate, avoid and to replace the problems?

1.
2.
3.

LENGTH, DISTRIBUTION AND MEDIA
Target length: 45 minutes
Document film festival
Community distribution through workshops

PRODUCTION ELEMENTS
1. All elements will come from footage shot by project
3. Music from the commons
4. Stills from Spirit Of Revolt archive, Common Good Awareness Project

END OF TREATMENT.

INFO WEBSITES
Project Website
Contact:

WORK SHEET EXAMPLE 1.
Why would you want to create independent news at the local
level?
Corporate
Local
Rely too much on pleasing
advertisers than readers.

Most important information can be
nearest where the problem is.

Tend to deal in national rather than
local.

Those nearest the problem have most
interest in solving it.

Tend to have media bias to one group
or another.

Control and priority of what is
published is kept local.

Journalists usually follow suit

Cooperation and learning can help to
widen scope and interest in
community.

The trouble with corporate
media

The trouble with alternative
media

Sam Smith describes modern media as.
Like turning on every device in your living
room that emits a sound and get the rest
of the family to sing and shout. Then sit
down and try to read a book.
“The real message of media today is
ubiquity. It is no longer something we do,
but something we are part of. Marshall
McLuhan
The corporate media camera only looks
one way. Usually to where
money can be made and advertising sold.
Journalism was once a trade like any
other, no degrees needed and
journalists would tend to side with the
reader rather than the boss. When it was
transformed into a “profession”
independent members of a trade,
became university educated, corporate
employees, answerable only to the boss.
In Postmodern journalism all
publishing departments must learn how to
work together to maintain, not journalistic
integrity, but the
profitability of the publication.

We can have all of the technology at our
fingertips that makes things look really
smart. But without relevant and
compelling content we just end up with
audible and visual noise. As much of the
alternative media seem to continue to
attempt to resolve pragmatic questions
as technological fixes, the noise just gets
louder. And those with the loudest
speakers make the most noise —
the corporate media.
We have two problems here as representative media. One is how do we join all of
our small speakers in a coherent whole to
challenge the noise of corporate media.
The other is how do we make our media
content appeal to our audience enough
to cut through the noise of advertisers,
propagandists, lies and be compelling and
relevant to their interests so that they will
want to listen, watch or read.
Both of these problems share some of the
same solutions.
The fracturing of the left into single issue
politics and struggles and the lack of a
coherent collective vision. We seem to
spend most of our time on exposing what
is wrong with corporate media
(Capitalism) and not enough time on
exposing how we go about replacing it.
(Socialism)
There are those involved in the latter, but
far too few.

WORK SHEET EXAMPLE 2.
What They Represent

Who We Represent

“If you’re not careful, the newspapers
will have you hating the people who
are being oppressed, and loving the
people who are doing the oppressing.”
Malcolm X

We need to make sure we are not
here to represent everyone and that
all of our opinions have equal weight.
We are here to represent the
unrepresented as it were, not to seek
leisure in our own intellectual powers,
but to representing a form of critical
empowerment and to avoid the “I just
want to doing things” mentality of
cultural acquiescence.

To the corporate media the truth is
nothing more than an opinion and
these opinions will sway in the wind
of propaganda to suit the opinions
of funders, shareholders, advertisers
and political allegiances. What we do
Political disintermediation means
find useful in main steam media is the removing intermediaries from
exception, rather than the rule.
representative politics. If creating
solidarity and engagement amongst
As awareness of the ever expanding
ordinary people is what we want to
gap between rich and poor is
present, there is the danger that
becoming unavoidable, austerity,
needs to be avoided of being side
poverty and the destruction of
tracked by those who deem to serve
social infrastructure, as sure signs
us. Getting citizens to make their
of empire failure, the propaganda of
own decisions, in their own language,
main stream media is ramped up.
through their own experience in order
The lies become more obvious, on the to become part of the debate in things
surface, in the headlines, rather than that effect them, should be the aims
hidden in the paragraph text.
of a local media.
The main stream media and their
magazine pull-outs, are combined in
the propaganda of lifestyle. Where
one can alleviate the misery of a
starving child on one page with a
recipe for an exciting new dish on the
other. An article on the carnage of
war, with interior design, the latest
stock shares with climate chaos.
People who read the broad-sheets
tend to think they are not prone to
propaganda. But the very lifestyle
these newspapers portray of mollified
intellectualism and righteous
authority, Is the propaganda.

In bygone days in working class
communities politics were developed
in the community and in the
workplace. Many today are learning
politics from books and the Internet
rather than the street (not meaning
protest) There is a tendency to be full
of theories and revolutionary ideas
and sometimes a lack of
understanding of how political ideas
can be build around issues that are
relevant to folk who may not even see
them as having political connections.
Part of the job of representative
media should be to expose these
connections.

Propaganda Bias News filters Advertising

Propaganda Edward Bernays
Taking The Risk Ot Of Democracy
Alex Carey
The Media Monopoly Ben Bagdikian
Manufacturing Consent Noam
Chomsky/Edward S Herman

Books:

Glasgow Media Group

WORK SHEET EXAMPLE 3.
Interview Process
Interviews for the project would also act as workshops. Where the process of
interviewing could be passed on to the interviewee. Where each can learn how
to ask questions, as well as answer them.
The idea is to avoid stock answers. I.e. what it says in the headlines, social
media, rumour but to encourage a more personal analysis of what is being said
and discussed through robust research and factual evidence.
This doesn’t mean things have to get complex and out of depth for interviewees
and interviewers. Each person has different skills, abilities and experiences that
are important. The idea is to encourage each other by questioning to find out
what their strengths are and to use them to articulate and be more confident in
what it is they have to say.
Understanding the importance of listening and to avoid forming judgments
before all of the facts or information has been heard
Questions for young people.
The idea being to get a conversation going without being to specific about
things. To find interviewees particular interests that can be explored a bit more
in-depth.
The following questions can be ignored or new ones added. It is not a tick box
survey, more a loosen up exercise to start a conversation about how folk see
themselves in the order of things. Maybe in the transition from education to
work or the transition from childhood to adulthood. What were/are their
expectations? How have things panned out?
1.Introduce yourself.
2.How do you think the world sees young people?
3.How do you see yourself?
4.What are your immediate needs?
5.What would you like to share with others about yourself?
6. What was memorable about school?
7. What were your ambitions when leaving school/How have they changed?
8. Are you political?
9. How are you on history?
10. How do you see your role as a citizen in public life, activism...
11. What would make the world a better place?
12. What would you change first?
13. If you are not already. What would get you involved in activism. What would
push your buttons?
14. Who has been an influence/inspiration on/to you? What were/are your expectations? How have things panned out so far? Future plans?
15. What state do you think the world is in?
16. What questions would you want to ask me?

WORK SHEET EXAMPLE 4.
Why the need for an independent media? Going about it
• Build tools that help to navigate and process the barrage of
information we meet each day.
• Understand propaganda, news bias, advertising, flak, media
manipulation.
• Create a counter argument to those in the main stream who say they
serve our interests.
• Encourage journalism as a social subject, not just for professionals.
• Report on things that people are doing and can do something about.
• Create compelling stories on the real problems on peoples doorsteps.
• Think global act local. Network with others and replicate and share
good models of working.

The worst that can happen is we can together learn how to form an
argument. Get better at articulating what we are thinking. Formulate
compelling stories through research and facts. Learn how to interview
people. Set up discussions and facilitate workshops.
There is recording skills, editing, photographing, lighting, on-line
media, dissemination, organising, contacting, mail lists, archiving,
dictating and a whole variety of activities to get involved in. But we
need an idea to get going. Check the script or write one.

WORK SHEET EXAMPLE 5.
Here is the news - The Propaganda Model

“It is arguable that the success of business propaganda in persuading
us, for so long that we are free from propaganda is one of the most
significant propaganda achievements of the twentieth century.”
John Carey
So much of the stuff written, in even broadsheet news, will not hold up to any
kind of minor scrutiny. The propaganda model sits so near the surface it can
make embarrassing reading. While one and a half million people in the UK
live in a state of destitution. (Joseph Trust) At the same time our arms
industry makes sure many other areas of the world share in the same
destitution and much worse. We sell arms to both sides of conflicts all over
the place and our country has been perpetually engaged in war at all times
throughout its history. Our press also have a history of helping out in this. In
the domestic sense the press sets the destitute of our own country, against
the destitute of those fleeing to our shores to get away from the countries our
bombs are dropping on. The people we should be finding solidarity with are
branded as another threatening enemy.
Public Relations, is a euphemism for propaganda, in Britain, what used to be
called “The Ministry of War”, is now called the “Ministry of Defence”. When you
are watching the news imagine when the newscaster is saying. “A
spokesperson for the Ministry of Defense, was actually saying. “Ministry of
War” (more accurate) Britain has had no needed to defend its shores for the
last 50 years. Our Ministry of Defence, has done nothing since - but attack
other countries.
The flooding of our education system with war propaganda and recruitment
drives say nothing about death, dismemberment, the suffering of innocents,
or mention the profits private industry make in perpetuating the war game, or
the unlawful part our government plays in them. Rather the armed forces
enticed our children with computer games, science, trades, education and
placid descriptions of instruments and equipment that are designed to maim
and kill.

Arms industry Euphemism
“Peacekeeper”, “ Daisy cutter”, “Trident”, “Little Boy”, [the bomb that was
dropped on Hiroshima] “Eurofighter”,”Patriot “. Bombs that could flatten
a whole city, are described by almost saccharine, cute, titles. Would the
taxpayer think the same way and allow the funding of such projects, if
these weapons were better described and named for the job that they
were designed for.” Misery Bringer” ,”Genocide inflicter”, “Child Killer”
,”People Burner”. It is part of the propaganda process to concentrate on,
the weapon and its description, rather than what the weapon is capable
of… ” The Arms Dynamic in World Politics p179
Multi million pound PR firms are employed to keeping the poor ignorant
whilst being robbed, through austerity, sanctions, asset transfer, public
private partnerships and all of the schemes to protect farcical
neoliberal policies. New deals, Stat-ups, Help to Work, The big society,
all work exactly the same way. As that of the arms industry. All designed
to keep a lid on public disquiet. They are saying. We don’t care about
you, but we need to keep you busy in case you start to think for ourself
and have an opinion.
So the project is about learning and the teaching of forming these
opinions.

